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Abstract  

Background:  Several factors were found to affect recur-
rence and prognosis in patients with Well Differentiated  
Thyroid Cancer (WDTC). Although greater tumor size (>4cm.)  
was found to be a predictor for multiple recurrence in patients  
with WDTC, it didn't appear to predict for mortality in those  
patients. In our study size of the primary tumor in thyroid  
gland when first removed didn't appear to affect L.N. metastasis  
in subsequent early recurrence (less than 12 months).  

Aim of Study:  To assess the effect of size of primary  
thyroid tumor on lymph node affection by tumor in early  
recurrence in patients with recurrent well differentiated thyroid  

cancer.  

Patients and Methods:  Forty patients with recurrent  
WDTC were studied between June 2014 and June 2015, where  
data was collected regarding primary tumor characteristics,  
demographic data for all patients, and type of surgery done.  
Adequate management and surgery were done for all patients,  
and L.N.s status was assessed pathologically. Data was taken  

and statistically analyzed.  

Results:  Thirty five patients presented with nodal affection  
in first recurrence with primary thyroid tumor size ranged  
between 1 and 8cm with median size 6cm. In the 5 patients  
with no L.N. affection in first recurrence thyroid tumor size  
ranged between 5 and 8cm. with median size reaching 6cm.  
In our study, size of primary tumor in thyroid gland when  
first removed showed that it had no effect on L.N. metastasis  
in subsequent first recurrence.  

Conclusions:  Although size of primary thyroid tumor  
when first removed is an important factor that may affect  
recurrence and hence patients outcome, however it didn't  
show that it may affect L.N.s metastasis in subsequent recur-
rence. Size of primary thyroid tumor is not a predictor for  
L.N. metastasis in subsequent first recurrence.  
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Introduction  

SEVERAL  factors may affect recurrence and  
prognosis in patients with Well Differentiated  
Thyroid Cancer (WDTC). Extent of disease at  
initial diagnosis was found to strongly influences  
prognosis in patients with WDTC. Large size of  
the tumor, especially >4cm, has been shown to  
adversely affect mortality in several trials [1-4] .  
Although greater tumor size (>4cm) was found to  
be a predictor of multiple recurrences in patient  
with WDTC, it did not appear to predict for mor-
tality in this population [5] .  

The AJCC staging system, which incorporate  
the TNM (tumor, lymph nodes, metastasis) classi-
fication, is the current standard in staging thyroid  
malignancies. Stage III, IV disease (III=extra thy-
roidal extension, or nodal metastasis, IV=distant  
metastasis) appeared to have an increase risk of  
mortality among patients with multiple recurrences  
of WDTC [6] . This was in agreement with other  
authors, who had found that advanced stage disease  
not only increase the risk of recurrence, but also  
significantly reduce disease specific survival  
[7-11] .  

Theresa H. et al., showed that neither lymphatic  
invasion, nor initial neck dissection showed a  
statistical significance for mortality among patients  
with WDTC. However, the presence of vascular  
invasion did appear to have poor prognosis [2,3,6] .  

Patients and Methods  

The study was carried on 40 consecutive pa-
tients with neck recurrence of well differentiated  

thyroid cancer who were referred to National Can-
cer Institute between June 2014 and June 2015.  
Thirty five of them had associated nodal recurrence  

that had developed after management of their  
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primary disease. 20 patients had Radioactive Iodine  
(RAI) as part of their management plan while the  

other 15 didn't receive (RAI).  

For all patient with recurrent disease, data was  

recorded on demographics, investigation done,  
initial stage of the disease, size of primary tumor  

in thyroid gland when first removed, number and  
location of recurrence, time till recurrence, type  

of surgery done, and treatment received. Data was  

statistically, analyzed, and tabled.  

Patients with recurrent disease were identified  

by evidence of disease in imaging study, elevated  

thyroglobulin level post-operatively or during  
follow-up.  

Surgery was done for recurrent disease as indi-
cated. Study included patients who had done  

hemithyroidectomy and had other lobe, operative  

bed or nodal recurrence, patients who had done  
total thyroidectomy and had operative bed or nodal  
recurrence, and patients who had done thyroidec-
tomy with neck dissection and had nodal or oper-
ative bed recurrence. Follow-up of these patients  

was taken by history and physical examination,  
laboratory tests (thyroglobin level) and neck im-
aging (U.S, C.T, MRI). Patients with incomplete  
or missing data were excluded from the study.  

Histopathology and risk factors were document-
ed. Patterns of recurrence and associated risk factors  

for each type of recurrence, (age, sex, most common  

site of recurrence, level of L.N. affection, number  

of recurrence, recurrence in less than 12 months)  

were identified. Surgical management of recurrent  

thyroid cancer patients was described regarding  

type of surgery, extent of resection, and recurrence  

in less than 12 months. Data was statistically  
analyzed and tabled.  

All patient meeting selective criteria of the  

study were included in a one year starting from  

12/2014 to 12/2015. Last patient will be followed-
up for 12 months.  

Data was managed using SPSS Version 20.0  
(IL., Chicago). Data was described as mean and  

standard deviation. (Or median and range as ap-
propriate). Categorical data was expressed as num-
bers and percentage. Numbers and percentage  

among groups were compared using Chi-square/  

Fisher exact tests.  

Means we're compared by t-test or ANOVA  
(parametric or non-parametric as appropriate. Sur-
vival was estimated by Kaplan Meier survival  

analysis, and log rank test. p-value is set significant  
at 0.05 level.  

Results  

Forty patients underwent surgery for recurrent  

Differentiated Thyroid Cancer (DTC), with female  

constituting 29 patients (72.5%)and male 11 pa-
tients (27.5%) with male to female ratio (1: 2.63).  

Average males age was (45.09y) and average  
female age was (45.44y), with youngest male age  

was (14y), and oldest (61y), and youngest in female  

was (22y) and oldest (67y), with overall (37.5%)  
below or equal (40y), and (62,5%) above (40y).  

Thirty one patients had unilobar tumors  
(77.5%), and nine patients had bilobar tumors  

(22.5%). Six patients presented with infiltration  

of their primary tumors of surrounding soft tissues  

(15%), five patients infiltrating strap muscle  

(12.5%), and one patient with infiltration of trachea  

and pharynx (2.5%). (With classic papillary pathol-
ogy). 

 

From the forty patients in the study, thirty four  
patients came with history of previous total thy-
roidectomy (85%), and six patients came with  

history of previous hemi thyroidectomy (15%).  

The size of the primary tumor in the thyroid  
gland when first removed was known in thirty  
eight patients, with mean size (4)cm, median size  

was (3.5)cm with Standard Deviation (SD) (1.9),  

with least size was (1) cm, and largest size was  

(8)cm.  

Lymph nodes affection in 1 st  recurrence was  
present in thirty five patients (87.5%), only one of  

them had level VI alone affection (2.5%). (With  

papillary classic pathology).  

Size of thyroid tumors in those 35 patients  
ranged between 1 cm. and 8 cm. with median size  

3cm. In the five patients without L.N. affection in  

the 
1st 

 recurrence, size of thyroid tumors ranged  
between 5 and 8cm. with median size 6cm.  

In the five patients without L.N. affection, one  

patient had follicular insular pathology, and the  
other four with papillary classic pathology. In the  

other 35 patients with L.N. affection, 24 patients  
presented with papillary classic pathology, 4 with  

follicular insular pathology, 3 with papillary fol-
licular variant, and one patient with each of the  

following pathology: Papillary tall cell, papillary  
columnar, papillary oncocytic, and follicular hurtle  
cell pathology.  

In patients with out L.N. recurrence, time till  
recurrence ranged between 3 and 40 months, while  
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patients with L.N. affection time till recurrence  

ranged between 2 and 130 months.  

Bilateral L.N. affection was found in 8 of the  

thirty five patients with L.N affection (22.8%)  

and bilateral central L.N affection in 3 patients  
(8.5%) after exclusion of one patient without ac-
curate data.  

Of the 8 patients with bilateral L.N. affection,  

6 patients had papillary classic pathology (75%),  

one patient papillary follicular variant (12.5%),  
and one patient with follicular insular pathology  
(12.5%).  

Of the 8 patients with bilateral L.N. affection,  

7 patients had unilateral lesions in the thyroid  
gland when first removed (87.5%), and one patient  

had bilateral thyroid lesions (12.5%) [patient was  

with papillary classic pathology].  

Thyroid lesions size in those patients ranged  
between 3 and 5cm. Five patients were female  

(62.5%). Four patients were in the third decade  

(50%), one patient in the fourth decade (12.5%),  

and one in the seven decade (12.5%). Time till  

recurrence was 48 months in the male patient, and  
ranged between 7 and 17 months in female.  

In patients with unilateral L.N affection, eight  

patients had bilateral thyroid lesion in primary  

surgery when thyroid first removed (28.5%) with  

tumor size ranged between 0.5 and 3cm.  

Size of the tumors in thyroid gland when first  

removed was identified in patients of with second  
recurrence. Patients had tumors ranged between  

1 cm and 7cm. Of note all patients with second  
recurrence had L.N. affection.  

Discussion  

Many factors can affect thyroid cancer recur-
rence, but final conclusions have not been reached.  
The results of some studies show that the patho-
logical type, staging, degree of extrathyroid inva-
sion, lymph node metastasis, age, and initial surgery  

approach are related to thyroid cancer recurrence  

[12,13] .  

The AJCC staging system, which incorporates  

the TNM (tumor, lymph nodes, and metastases)  
classification, is the current standard in staging  

thyroid malignancies. Stage III/IV disease (III=  
ETS or nodal metastases, IV=distant metastases)  
appears to portend an increased risk of mortality  

among patients with multiple recurrences of WDTC  
[11,14,15] .  

This is in agreement with other authors, who  

have found that advanced stage disease not only  

increases the risk of recurrence but also signifi-
cantly reduces disease-specific survival [1,5,10,  
11,14,15] .  

Extent of disease at initial diagnosis strongly  

influences prognosis in patients with WDTC. Large  
tumor size, especially >4cm, has been shown to  
adversely affect mortality in multiple trials [1-4] .  

Theresa et al., showed in his study, that there  

may be a trend toward significance for the adverse  

effect of extrathyroidal extension (T3) on mortality  

(p=0.07) [6] .  

He also showed that although greater tumor  
size (i.e., >4cm) was found to be a predictor of  

multiple recurrences in patients with WDTC, it  

did not appear to predict for mortality in his study  

[6] .  

However in our study, tumor size in the thyroid  

gland showed that it had no relation with L.N.  
affection in early first recurrence with significant  
correlation (p-value <0.025), and showed no sig-
nificant correlation with operative bed recurrence  

(p-value 0.448).  

This is in agreement with the study carried by  
Orlov et al., on 246 patients followed for 5.8 years  
which found that age and tumor size were not  
helpful to predict recurrence; instead extra-thyroid  

invasion and positive L.N.s are correlated with  

recurrence indicating that surgical pathology find-
ings are better prognostic indicators than TNM  
staging [16] .  

Veburg et al., showed in his study that was  
conducted on 935 patients followed for 30 years  
that increasing tumor size is associated with an  
exponentially increasing cumulative risk of local  
invasion, L.N. metastasis, and distant metastasis.  

He showed that aggressive biological behavior and  

tumor capsular extension were important associated  

factors [17] .  

Ito et al., also showed in his study that ten year  

recurrence rate for L.N. was 1.9% for tumors <  

than 2cm., 4.6% for tumors 2.1-4cm. and 8.1% for  

tumors more than 4cm. Ten years recurrence rate  
for operative bed was 0.3% for tumors < or= to  
2cm., 1.3% for tumors 2.1-4cm and 1.9% for tumors  

more than 4cm [18] .  

Although larger size of thyroid tumor when  

first removed may affect recurrence and convey  

poorer prognosis however in our study it showed  
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that it had no relation with affection of L.N.s with  

the recurrent tumor (in recurrence in less than 12  

months), as lesions as small as 1 cm. may have  
associated L.N. affection, while tumors as large  
as 8cm. may not have L.N. affection in first recur-
rence, indicating that other factors affecting bio-
logical behavior may be the cause of recurrence.  

Zamen et al., also showed that highest cumula-
tive risk for nodal and distant metastasis occurs in  

tumor=or >5cm and may indicate an aggressive  

behavior of the tumor specially in those 2cm. or  
less [19] .  

From the thirty five patients with positive first  
nodal recurrence, nineteen patients had tumors 3  
cm or less. (Between 1 and 3cm.) in the thyroid  

gland when first removed (54.28%), and sixteen  
patients had tumors more than 3cm (between 3 and  

8cm)  (45.71%).  

In the 5 patients with no L.N. affection in first  
recurrence, size of thyroid lesions ranged between  
5 and 8cm.  

However no correlation was found between  
size of the thyroid tumor when first removed in  
surgery, and number of pathologically +ve nodes.  

(r=157, p-value 0.453).  

Although no significant correlation was found  

between size of thyroid tumor when first removed  

and number of recurrences, however patients with  

more than one recurrence had median tumor size  

4cm, while patients with one recurrence had median  
tumor size 3cm.  

Conclusions:  
Although size of primary thyroid tumor when  

first removed is an important factor that may affect  
recurrence and hence patients outcome, however  
it didn't show that it may affect L.N.s metastasis  
in subsequent recurrence. Size of primary thyroid  

tumor is not a predictor for L.N. metastasis in  
subsequent first early recurrence. (Less than 12  

months).  
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